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Griffin marshals the data that cancer is a insufficiency disease like scurvy or pellagra
aggravated by the absence of an important food substance in modem man's diet.Mr. That
chemical is vitamin B17. The writer contends that the answer is usually to be found, not in
science, however in politics, and is based upon the hidden economic and power agenda of
those who dominate the medical establishment. So why has orthodox medicine waged battle
against this nondrug approach? In its purified form developed for malignancy therapy, it is
known as Laetrile.
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ive lost my tumor! where'd it go?! And four weeks afterwards his doctor pronounced him cancer
tumor free! [This details is given as information only and is not intended to treat a disease.
Tumors gone after 2 months. I cant say there is a cure for cancers, but I can say that there
surely is phenomenal timing between needs to eat the seeds and the disappearance of my
tumor. He wouldn't transformation his diet plan, but he did start drinking two dosages a day of
1 teaspoon baking soda in drinking water. By the way, the ones that say apricot seeds are
toxic, it got no toxic impact on me. I was diagnosed with breast cancer in April and this book
helped save my entire life.) And medical research has longer known how exactly to alkalize a
body rapidly: sodium bicarbonate, otherwise known as baking soda! It documents the reasons
why we have been still asked to donate vast amounts of dollars to agencies that are not
actually looking for a treat for cancer, because in fact numerous cures have been completely
found. THE CANCER CURE: Cancers CANNOT SURVIVE AN ALKALINE ENVIRONMENT That is an
historic book. I hope others possess the same encounter, but just make sure your doctor knows
what you are doing and monitors you carefully. I wish everyone, and After all EVERYONE would
read . Read about iodine and supplement D.. Acquired a tumor on my jaw line, ate apricot
seeds (4 a time).] Edgar Cayce often recommended an alkaline-forming raw vegetable diet to
those with an array of diseases that included cancer. And his details claimed to result from the
Highest Resource.I would encourage everybody concerned with their health to learn this book,
as I think it includes good information regarding cancers and its origins, prevention, and
treatment.) Doctor Max Gerson proved an alkaline-forming vegetarian diet plan defeats
cancer. may be the cancer capital of the globe, you will also find out why Doctors prescribe
chemical drugs only, and are not allowed to prescribe vitamins, minerals, and enzymes also. The
only thing that's happened apart from my tumor going bye bye was my blood pressure went
from being semi high on track. I overcame a severely enlarged prostate (that could have been
cancerous) with the alkaline-forming diet. And years later I began placing a half teaspoon of
baking soda in four ounces of drinking water (to drink before bedtime) as an alkaline-forming
cancer-preventative. Griffin describes the work of Ernst Krebs, Jr. This book rocks ! and owner
was great. Awesome seller, amazing book. When I informed another friend about all of this, he
said, "Aunt Gladys always drank a teaspoon of baking soda in water before bed, and she
lived to be 96." As it turns, the baking soda get rid of for the common cold, the flu, and
cancers is definitely known. And it is definitely kept secret by the medical mafia. For more
information I recommend the reserve Sodium Bicarbonate: Nature's Unique First Aid Remedy by
Mark Sircus. Two Sides (or even more) to Every Story Having previously browse the Creature
From Jekyll Island by the same writer, I naturally wished to read this publication - especially
after my doctor wished to have me for tested for bone tumor. And I am glad I did. The reserve
presents the "trophoblast theory of malignancy" in easy-to-understand terms, and this theory
makes a whole lot of sense to me. I have since acquired the reprint of the publication, The
Enzyme Treatment of Cancer tumor and its own Scientific Basis, by John Beard, the originator of
this theory, but it's on the stack marked "to read. Personally, I think they are delicious, but the
majority of my friends think otherwise. An excellent friend who was identified as having "terminal"
lymphoma (malignancy of the lymph nodes) learned of my habit and reasoning., and makes a
very strong case for amygdalin (tentatively labeled supplement B17) and its own derivative,
Laetrile, as a preventative and treatment for cancer. I have since found a resource for
amygdalin in new, raw apricot seeds, and consume them as a snack several times per day in
small amounts."Mr. Mr. Griffin also tells of the role of pancreatic enzymes in the control of cancer
cells, and from outside reading it would appear an enzyme called serrapeptase that I'm taking

for Lyme disease will work in this respect.The next half of the book delves deeply into the world
of "legal" medication cartels and the forces that may actually drive the medical and
pharmaceutical establishment of today's world. After reading Jekyll Island, above, this all
appears to suit, although I am certain many readers might turn into a little impatient along with
his long evaluation. (See books linked to Edgar Cayce. Nevertheless, I would also encourage
people to read just as much as they can find about them, from various factors of view. Browse
the mainstream critiques of Laetrile with an open mind. And even though B-17 (amygdalin,
laetrile) may be used to destroy tumor, the most efficient cure for cancers is simpler yet. Read
about sugars and consider the part it may play in promoting cancer.By the way, I under no
circumstances did get that test for bone cancer, and that was well over a year ago. Since I
have no purpose of submitting to chemotherapy or radiation treatment, it certainly makes no
difference. Five stars is not good enough because of this book Five stars is not good enough
for this book. By reading this book, you won't only find out why the U.S. (See books linked to
Max Gerson. The common housewife knows more about nutrition than 99.9% of Doctors. Their
goal is money, and therefore to keep the cure(s) a secret. Because, CANCER JUST CAN'T EXIST
WITHIN AN ALKALINE ENVIRONMENT.. I wish everyone, and I mean EVERYONE would read this
book.Clear to see A Keeper! Ive been seeing my doctor regularly too. Five Stars MUST HAVE I
thought it is medical I buy it in error Four Stars interesting book Five Stars love this book Five
Stars This book seemed very reliable in information! Five Stars good read extremely informative
information Easy to Learned a whole lot . I've lost way too many visitors to this dreadful disease
when there was a remedy all along. Original!
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